
Lincoln 
0318-L VC 
UPC: 844375096578
1 Light Pendant

Fixture Finish: Vintage Copper

Glass/Shade Finish: 

Materials: Steel Steel

Fixture Width: 16.75” 42.545cm

Fixture Height: 14” 35.56cm

Min - Max Height: 

Glass Diameter: 16.75” 42.545cm

Glass Height: 8.25” 20.955cm

Canopy/Backplate: 5”Dia x 2.25”E 12.7cm Dia x 5.715cm E

Chain: NA

Rod: NA NA

Wire: 10’ 3.048m

Bulb Type: Incandescent, Type A

Wattage: 1 x 100W(M)

Voltage: 120

Install Position: Not Reversible - Down Only

Approved Location: Damp Location

Sloped Ceiling: No

ADA: No

Close-to-ceiling: No

Bulbs Included: No

Dimmable: Yes

Dimensions and specifications are approximate and based on the most current information possible at the time of publication. Golden Lighting reserves the right to make design changes and 
modifications without prior notice. Golden Lighting products are UL/CUL approved. Unless otherwise noted as pending, Wattages stated are the maximum recommended; however, lower wattages may 
be used. Bulbs are not included unless otherwise noted. Larger fixtures may require reinforced outlet boxes and additional support. Receipt or possession of these materials does not constitute an 
agreement to sell.
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Add a touch of industrial-inspired charm with the Lincoln dome 
pendant. Transitional in style, the light is timeless and fit for various 
interiors. Its beauty lies in honest and unabashed simplicity. The 
shade is hand-painted in layers and is textured in order to have a 
weathered, rustic appearance. The base layer is done in a metallic 
copper color like a shiny new penny, then partially covered with 
layers of brown and charcoal. The shade’s interior is painted a 
coppery color to coordinate with the exterior. The large, classic 
shade balances on a tiered top cap and a matching length of 
sturdy chain. This pendant is perfect for task lighting. Hang one 
alone or group with others above a kitchen island.

• Transitional style
• Ideal for eclectic or farmhouse decors
• The interior of the metal shade is painted to match the exterior to help reflect even 

more light
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